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Abstract
A pump down model for a vacuum chamber with a reversibly adsorbed phase is presented. The outgassing

equation which predicts the variation of coverage at the wall surface of a vacuum chamber with time is derived.
Then the measured and the true outgassing rates are defined. The theoretical measured outgassing rate shows
only a very weak dependence for pumping speed. This prediction is opposite to the experimental result that
the measured outgassing rate depends significantly on pumping speed. It is discussed that the experimental
measured outgassing rate must be described as the product of the effective pumping speed and the measured
pressure in the pumped chamber, in which the measured pressure is equivalent to the equilibrium pressure of
the wall surface described by the equilibrium adsorption isotherm as a function of the shifted surface
coverage 6 — Ad by a small coverage Ad from the coverage of a pumping point 8 .

Key words: outgassing rate, outgassing equation, surface coverage, sticking probability, mean residence time,
Temkin isotherm, 304 stainless steel chamber

Nomenclature
n: number density of gas phase molecules
<T: number of adsorbed molecules per unit area
Gm: number of adsorbed molecules per unit area in

one monolayer coverage
6: relati ve coverage defined as a fraction of occupied
sites with adsorbed molecules on the wall surface of
a vacuum chamber, defined as

6 = alam (i)
V: volume of a vacuum chamber
A: area of the wall surface of a vacuum chamber
T: mean residence time of an adsorbed molecules on
a solid surface, defined as

' — T £J A / (2)
where To is the nominal period of a vibration of an

adsorbed molecule on a solid surface, E is the
activation energy of desorption, R is the gas
constant and T is the absolute temperature
.Vo: sticking probability of a molecule on empty

sites
s : effective sticking probability defined as

s = so(l-6) (?)
n(u 14): arrival rate of gas phase molecules at a
wall surface per unit area per unit time where u is
the average velocity of molecules in gas phase
a: effective area of the pumping orifice, defined as

a = S/(u/4)
where S is the pumping speed of pumping orifice
[1] Introduction

The pump down model for a vacuum system with
a reversibly adsorbed phase was reported before[l]
by one of the authors. Further improvement of the
earlier model is described in this paper. The
improved points are: (l)the derivation procedure of
the outgassing equation is reorganized; (2) the
Temkin adsorption isotherm for a non-uniform
surface is introduced; (3) using the Temkin
adsorption isotherm, the conversion factor to
transform the gas density in the non-equilibrium
adsorption state to that in the equilibrium
adsorption state is defined; (4) then it is shown that
the change of gas density in the non-equilibrium
adsorption state with time during pump down can be
considered as the change of the equilibrium gas
density of the wall surface of a vacuum chamber on
the adsorption isotherm.

In the improved pump down model, the generation
mechanism of outgassing rate in the pump down of
a vacuum chamber is discussed on the 6 — n plane.
Then the outgassing equation which describes the
variation of surface coverage with time is derived,
and the measured and the true outguessing rates are
defined. The outgassing equation is solved by
numerical and approximate methods. Using the



solutions the dependence of measured outgassing
rate on pumping speed is discussed Finally it is
discussed that the experimental result for the
pumping speed dependence of outgassing rates
measured by the orifice pumping method must be
corrected.

[2] Pump down model
2.1 Modeling

For the modeling of the pump down of a vacuum
chamber with a reversibly adsorbed phase, we
assume that (1) the surface coverage in the pump
down changes by less than one monolayer, (2) the
adsorption of gas molecules on the wall surface is
fully reversible, (3) the sticking probability is
expressed by Eq. (3) for nondissociative adsorption
and (4) the desorption rate is expressed as 01T
using Eqs. (1) and (2). Then we can calculate
variations of gas density and coverage with time at
constant temperature from following two
conservation of mass equations for gas molecules in
the vacuum chamber and at the wall surface;

V— = Ao \-a\ —

dt m{ dt) U
and

dOd so(\-O)fu
dt T am U J

For the quasi-steady state during pump down of a
vacuum system, as shown in the appendix if the
pumping time t after start of pump down is
sufficiently longer than the time constant of pump
down V ( l / a + l / A s o ) / ( w / 4 ) , i t is verifiedthat
the following condition holds;

1 6

(4)

(5)

dn

dt
«

de
dt

in addition by defining the pumping parameter as
a

Y = -r-> C7)

and letting

B =
_so(u/4)

(8)

then Eqs. (4) and (5) are simplified as

= }Bn (9a)
dt

and

(9b)
dt x

In addition by combining Eqs. (9a) and (9b) the
following relations are obtained;

or

and

1 - 0 + y T

Bnx

dB_

dt

Bnx

9

(10a)

(I Ob)

(H)
1 - 0 + y T

Eq. (11) is the outgassing equation to predict the
variation of 0 with time during pump down of the
vacuum chamber.
2.2. Temkin isotherm

To solve Eq. (11) by the method of variable
separation, we need to express x(E) as a function
of 0. So let us first consider the relationship
between surface coverage and gas density in the
equilibrium adsorption state when 7 = 0 and
dd I dt = 0 . If the gas density in the equilibrium
adsorption stateis n , fromEq.( 10a)and(10b) we

obtain the following relations;

and

(12a)

(12b)

In Eq.(12b) to express T as a function of 6, let us
introduce the Temkin isotherm for a non-uniform
surface, because it is thought that the top surface of
the wall of a 304 stainless steel chamber is covered
with oxide layers. According to the Hayward and
Trapnell procedure[2], the surface is divided into a
number of uniform elements dh, on each of which
the heat of adsorption is constant. Each of these
elements is assumed to obey a Langmuir isotherm,
so Eq. (12b) may be expressed as

BneilToe
RT

(13)

and the total surface coverage 0 over the whole
surface is obtained by integration as

i

where H is the heat of adsorption for a non-
uniform surface. If Ea and E denote the activation

energies of adsorption and desorption respectively,
H is given by H = E — Eu , and when Ecl is

very small compared to E, H may be treated as
H = E. The Temkin isotherm assumes that E
falls linearly with h



E = E0-AEh and AE = E0-El, (14a)
where EQ and Et are the activation energies of

desorption at h = 0 and h = 1, the integration of
Eq. (13) is expressed as

\_Bneqz(EQ)e-h"

il + Bneqr(E0)e
-hh•dh. (14b)

where

and

RT
Eq. (14b) leads

1

~~b

or

-h

(14c)

(15)

(16a)

(16b)

and for the range of coverage 0 < 1 it may be

assumed that e « 1 , Eq. (16b) simplifies
to

Bneqx(E0) = eb9 -I. (16c)

Eq. (16c) is theTemkin isotherm in the equilibrium
adsorption state of a vacuum chamber. Using Eqs.
(12b) and (16b), T is expressed as a function of 0 as
follows;

0 *W=T;

(17)

From Eq.(17) T ( 1 ) andr(O) at 0 = 1 and 0 = 0

are given respectively by

and

2.3 Measured and true outgassing rates
If the gas densities in the equilibrium and the

non-equilibrium adsorption states at the coverage
0- are denoted as «e( /(0,), w(0(-) and are not equal

each other, i.e. n^(0,.) * n{dl) at 0 = 0,,

because Eq. (10b) can be rewritten as

by rewriting the term X\0l) to n

(16c) and (17), we obtain

using Eqs.

(,8a)
( 1 8 a )

Here we call X(0) as the conversion factor to

express the gas density in the non-equilibrium
adsorption state with that in the equilibrium
adsorption state. While if n(0:) is equivalent to the

equilibrium gas density n \0 A on the adsorption

isotherm at a different coverage 0 — 0 , using Eq.

(10b) again the same conversion factor as Eq. (18a)
can be obtained as follows;

for

—>

(18b)

From Eq. (18a) we can confirm that if 0 < J, then

1<X(0,) .'. n(et)<neil(e). From Eq. (18b)

we can also show that for the approximation

0<{\nX)/b = (0l-0J) .-. 0j<0n

then the non-equilibrium adsorption isotherm is
expressed as

Bn{0l)r{E0) = e-h{e'-8')-ehr (18c)
If we consider that the pump down of a vacuum
chamber is started from the following initial
conditions; at t = 0

0 = 0,
and

we can depict the relationships between respective

gas densities neq(0^,n{0) and neq(0t) on the

0 — n plane shown by Kanazawa[3]. Figure 1
shows the 0 - \ogtl diagram, where the line AE
is a part of theTemkin adsorption isotherm, the line
BD is a part of the non-equilibrium adsorption



C, respectively. In a transient phase just after the
start of pump down, the gas density in the vacuum
chamber starts to decrease from the point A to B
without decrease of surface coverage, where the
source term of desorption (61 T ) docs not decrease

but the readsorption rate of gas molecules from the
gas phase onto the wall surface decreases to
compensate for the drop of gas density due to
pumping. Then the source term of desorption starts
to decrease from the point B to D on the line BDby
releasing gas molecules so as to compensate for the
non-equilibrium state between the wall surface and
the gas phase, so that the decrease of surface
coverage occurs from 6t to 0-. Because the

equilibrium gas density n \6'• 1 which corresponds

to the non-equilibrium gas density n\6t) changes

from nidj) to ne(j(dk) on the line CE, the

surface coverage changes from 6 • to 6k so as to

keep the equivalence n id•) = n[6i) between the

equilibrium and the non-equilibrium gas densities.
If Ad = 61 — dk denotes the deviation of coverage

from the point C to E in a time interval At due to
pumping, the generation of outgassing rate may be
expressed as the change of source term of desorption
for the coverage change from the point C to E as
follows;

-A9 = At

At

and using Eq. (18b)

At (l - Q. + y)
B»M>

then by taking the limit of At —> 0 ,we obtain
A9^ d6 y D

hm| |—> =
dt

As a result of that the non-equilibrium gas density

«(#,) is expressed with the equivalent gas density

fle idj I, the outgassing equation at the point Bis

given by

d6_

dt

6_

t

(19a)

using Eq. (16c) and by omitting the subscript
j in dj in Eq. (19a), we obtain the following

variable separation form for 6 and t;

dd _ 1 - 0

dt ~ 1-6 +
(1%)

-e + y T(£0 )

In the derivation of the outguessing equation we
should notice that adsorbed gas molecules at the
section of surface coverage Ad = Q-t — r9; still

remain on the wall surface without desorbing during
the change of gas density from the point B to C. If
qm and qt denote the measured and the true

outgassing rates, from Eq. (19a) these can be defined
as follows;

and

'"\ dt) °m X(6)
(20)

(21)

[3] Solutions of the outgassing equation
3.1 Variation of conversion factor

In the middle range of coverage when 6 still
changes near 6 = 1/2 during pumping down, the
fac to r0 / ( l -0 ) in the right hand side of Eq.( 12a)
can be approximated as 6/(1 — 6) = 1, which is

the assumption used to derive the simple Temkin
isotherm. Then, the conversion factor of Eq. (18a)
can be rewritten as

6
(22)

Using Eq. (22), we may rewrite Eq. (19b) to

d6 6
=

dt 1

(23)
T(£0 )

3.2 Numerical and approximate solutions
We attempt to solve numerically Eqs. (19b) and

(23) over whole range of coverage. Figures 2 and 3
show the time evolution of 6{t) and (-d6/dt)
for the variation of / when the initial surface



coverage and the maximum mean residence time are
assumed as
0O = 0.8 at / = 1 s and T ( £ 0 ) = 8 X 106 s.

In order to understand the outgassing behavior in
a vacuum chamber with a reversibly adsorbed phase,
we further attempt to solve approximately Eq. (19b)
or (23) for the middle range of coverage. For the
approximation

(ehe-\) = ehe,
the variable separation form of Eq. (19b) is written
as

7

dt { o y
Let us examine how the function X(G)e

changes with decrease of 6. By letting

he and x = b(l-d),

then taking logarithm for F(x)
In F(x) = -b + x + log(jc + by) - log(jc),

the differential
dF . dx dx
— = dx +
F x + by x

shows that if X > 1 i.e. 6 <l — (l/b), dx is a.
dominant term, and hence the variation of F(6)
with 6 is dominated by the exponential term e .
Therefore, we may approximate the function F[6)
as for 6<\-{\lb)

where k and / are constants. If the values of
parameters b and / are known, we can determine
the values of k and / by the following average
method[l,4];

(l/k-b)

dl\d8
(25a)

and

*dO / j dd. (25b)

Similarly, we can write the function F(6) forEq.

(23) as following,

for \lb<6<\.
The constants \l k, / i n Eq. (26) can be calculated

as follows:

7,\ie'lM (27a)

</>=/ dO/jdO. (27b)

In the earlier paper [1], by assuming that the main
desorbing gas in a vacuum system of a reversibly
adsorbed phase is water vapor and the range of
activation energy of desorption is from Ex — 15 to
Eo = 27 kcal/mol, the value of b in Eq.(15b)

was selected as b = 2 0 . Table 1 and 2 show the
numerically calculated values of constants l/k, f

in the functions F(9) of Eqs. (24) and (26) for

b = 20 and 0.2 < 6 < 0.8. When we use Eq.
(24) and (26), Eqs. (19b) and (23) can be expressed
as

dd y !
dt fz{E0)

then the following solution is obtained;

(28a)

(28b)

where t0 is the delay time until the change of

coverage reaches the quasi-steady state after the start
of pump down of the vacuum chamber at the initial
surface coverage 90 at t — 0 , and is given by

(28c)

By differentiating Eq. (28b) the measured
outgassing rate is given by

where the coverage ranges are 0 < 1 — 1 / /? for Eq.
(24) and 1 / b < 6 < 1 for Eq. (26).

4. Discussion



4.1 y dependence of measured outgassing rate and
gas density

In the section 2, it is assumed that the surface
coverage in the pump down of a vacuum chamber
changes by less than one monolayer. Therefore, we
must confirm whether the theoretical outgassing
rate satisfies the law of particle conservation. A
simple test is to show that the time integration of
qm{t) over whole pumping time does not exceed
the total number of adsorbed molecules, i.e.

)qm{t)dt = <7ra[0(O) - OH] < crffl0(O) (30)
o
for 0H«0(O) = 0O.
If we refer the result of numerical calculation of the
outgassing equation shown in Fig. 2 (a), it is
confirmed that the integration of the coverage for
pumping time up to t = 1X10 S is

[0(0) - 0(t = 106s)] = 0.76 < 0O = 0.8.
Thus we may say that the outgassing expression

of Eq. (20) satisfies the law of particle conservation.
Next let us examine the dependence of theoretical
measured outgassing rate qm on y. Figure 4

shows qm as a function of y calculated with

numerical solutions of Eqs. (19b) and (23) for
pumping time ? = 7 2 h , the initial coverage

00 = 0.8 at t = 1 S and T(E0) = 8 X 106 S. In

Fig. 4 qm only decreases slightly with increase of

y when \<y. It is also shown from the

approximate solution of Eq. (29) that the theoretical

measured outgassing rate is independent of y,

where the expression of qm has only the constant k

but as seen in Tables 1 and 2, it only decreases or
increases slightly with increase of y in the range of

1 < y. Accordingly, we may say that the measured

outgassing rate does hardly depend on y. If we

accept the condition (—dO/dt) = constant for the

variation of y, from Eq. (19a) we can in turn show

the dependence of equilibrium gas density ^ (0-j

on y as follows; for 11 — 0.1 = 1

"M = const. x ^ ^ J (3D

Eq. (31) shows that ne (0-J is dependent on the

factor (l + / ) / y. This prediction is also supported

from the pumping speed dependence of pressure [4]
observed in the outgassing measurement for a 304
stainless steel vacuum chamber by the orifice

pumping method, in which the pressure decreased
with increase of the ratio a IA in the region

a IA < 10 and reached a constant value with
increase of that in the region 10 <a/A.
Therefore, from the relation of Eq. (31) we may
interpret that the ultimate pressure in the pumped
chamber is represented by the equilibrium pressure
of the wall surface. If this interpretation is
acceptable, although in the pump down of a vacuum
chamber the equilibrium gas density n^yOj when
7 = 0 is not usually measured, we may estimate it
as n [&;) = (l + y)n Idj). In relating to the

change of equilibrium gas density for the variation
of 7 > w e m a v ^&o consider the relationship
between true and measured outgassing rates. From
Eq. (21) we obtain

This expression is the same as shown by Redhead
[5], and shows that the true outgassing rate obeys
the similar dependence of (l + y j / y to the

equilibrium gas density n idj J shown in Eq.(31).

If qads denotes the readsorption rate, from Eq. (32)

it is shown that qt = qm + qads and

lads = Qm IY • Therefore, the true outguessing rate

decreases with increase of y due to the decrease of

readsorption rate, and reaches the minimum

qt = qm when y becomes greater than 1. The

minimum qt = qm means that the gas density of
the pumped chamber with a large y exceeds 1 is
represented by the equilibrium gas density of the
wall surface.
4.2 Comparison of experimental and theoretical
measured outgassing rates

We reported before[4] that when the outgassing
rates of the unbaked 304 stainless steel chamber
were measured by the orifice pumping method in the
range of ratio a IA from (a I A)min = 4.31 X 10 6

to (fl/A)m a x = 3.23xlO"3 , the outgassing rates
were dependent on the ratio a IA (i.e. pumping
speed). However, this experimental result is
inconsistent with the theoretical prediction for the
measured outgassing rate. To explain this
inconsistency, the two assumptions are possible:
(1) the experimental measured outguessing rate
should be expressed by Eq. (19a), because the gas
density in the pumped chamber with a large y
exceeds 1 is represented by the equilibrium gas



density of the wall surface; (2) the conductance of
the orifice of a large area effectively lowers. It is
difficult to accept the second assumption from
following experimental results. Mukugi [8]
measured the outgassing rate of an unbaked stainless
steel chamber by the throughput method, in which
two orifices of pumping speeds of 1 and 10 / / s
were used and two pressure gauges were set in the
upstream and the downstream sides of orifices, and
reported that the ratio q(lO)/q(\) of measured
outguessing rates q(\0) and q(l) with pumping
speeds of 1 and 10 / / s changes in the range
2.8 < q(\0)/q(l) < 3.8 while the pump down
of the test chamber is carried out for more than 720
h, and after the bakeout at 250 C° for 48 h the ratio
becomes q(l0) I q(l) =\, namely the pumping
speed dependence for outgassing rate disappears.
Tuzi etal.,[9] investigated dependence of ion current
change of residual water vapor and hydrogen on
pumping speed using a gas analyzer in a pumped
chamber by the orifice pumping method, and
reported that the ion current of hydrogen decreases
inversely proportional to pumping speed, while the
ion current of water shows the same decay curve
with hydrogen in the region of small pumping speed
but the slope of the decay curve become small in the
region of large pumping speed. The pumping speed
of 10 / / s used in the experiment by Mukugi is not
so large, in addition the net pumping rates are
measured because pressures between the upstream
and the downstream of the orifice are measured,
nevertheless it is observed that the measured
outgassing rate clearly depends on pumping speed.
In the experiment by Tuzi et al., because the linear
decrease of the hydrogen ion current is observed in
the region of large pumping speed, it is difficult to
explain the pumping speed dependence for the
change of ion current of water by the assumption of
effective drop of conductance. Thus we comes to
consider the first assumption. In our experiment the
experimental measured outgassing rate q^p was

determined by Eq. (9a) as the product of the
pumping parameter y and the non-equilibrium gas

density /i(#,) (i.e. measured pressure in the

pumped chamber) as follows;

q7=omByn{d). (33)
As we discussed for Eqs. (31) and (32), if the non-

equilibrium gas density n(dt ) is equivalent to the

equilibrium gas density of the wall surface

n \6j), Eq. (33) is wrong expression, hence the

pumping term must be corrected as

By - » fly/(I + y ) . If we use Eq. (33) without

correcting the pumping term, by rewriting newly

g " p as qm (error), we may express Eq. (33) using

Eqs. (20) as

<7m(error) = X(0)<7m. (34)

Eq. (34) shows that the experimental outgassing

rate qm (error) is X(9) = (l + y) times as large

as the theoretical outgassing rate qm. Then let us

demonstrate that Eq. (34) is right by comparing
between the experimental outgassing rates[4]
qm(error) and the theoretical outgassing rates

X(6)qm at the same pumping time t = 12 h for

the variation of y in the range from 10 to 100.
To do this, the theoretical outgassing rates
X(d)qm at the pumping time t = 72 h are first

calculated with numerical solutions of Eqs. (19b)
and (23) as a function of y when f90 = 0.8 at

r = l s and r ( £ 0 ) = 8 x l 0 6 S are assumed.

Next, to transform the experimental pumping
parameter al A to y , we need to know the value of
sticking probability s0. Using the condition
(—dd/dt) = constant for variation of y , we can
estimate the sticking probability as following; if
9m ( 0 . ? « ( ; ) ^ d neq{{),neq(j) denote
outgassing rates and gas densities at two different
pumping parameters y(. and y , using the

condition qm{i)l'qm{j) = l we obtain from Eq.

(20) the following relation;

by substituting yi=(a/ A)j/s0 and

y, = (a I A). I So into the above equation, we can

express the sticking probability s0 as

r- (35)
s
S° \{alA)il{alA)i-ni,q{i)lneq{i)\

By substituting experimental values of ratios al A
for various orifices and measured pressures (i.e. gas
densities) into Eq. (35), the average value of
sticking probability is estimated to be
\SQJ = 6.12 X 10~5. Thus, we can determine the

values ofy for various ratios al A in the
experiment using the average sticking probability.
Figure 5 shows the theoretical outgassing rates



X(6)qm and the experimental outgassing rates

qm (error) as a function of / . As the figure shows

a comparatively good agreement between
experiment and theory-I, we can say that as long as
we determine the experimental measured outgassing
rate by Eq. (33), a wrong result for the pumping
speed dependence of outgassing rate is drawn.

The sticking probability for an unbaked 304
stainless steel chamber is estimated to be
So = 6.12 X 10 ' but this value seems to be very

small, because Tuzi et al.[6,7] have measured the
sticking probability of water on 304 stainless steel
chambers by pulsed-laser beam irradiation and
reported that the values of So were in the range from

1 0 ' to 10 depending on the history of pumping
or the baking condition for the vacuum chambers.
We seem that these different sticking probabilities
results from the difference of measuring methods. In
the pulsed-laser irradiation method, the test chamber
is previously pumped down for a long time and after
such long pump down it is considerable that many
vacant sites on the wall surface are available for
adsorption of water. In addition, because a very
small amount of water is introduced to the test
chamber as a pressure pulse in a time duration of a
few 10 ns, the adsorption of water will occur
according to Henry's law and so a rapid pressure drop
will occur in the chamber. This may be a reason
why the large sticking probability is measured in
the transient phase after the generation of pressure
pulse of water vapor in the test chamber. On the
contrary, in the outgassing measurement only
pressures of pumped chamber are measured as a
function of pumping time. In such pumped
chamber, a permitted method to estimate the
sticking probability 50 of the wall surface for

residual water is to use Eq. (34) and the sticking
probability is given as follows;

Taking into account that qm (error) in Fig. 5

increases with increase of ratio a IA and qm in

Fig. 4 is constant, we can say from the above
expression that the sticking probability decreases
with increase of a I A, namely it becomes small
when the chamber is pumped with a large pumping
speed. This situation may be explained from the
discussion made forEq. (32). We may consider that
even if the adsorption of residual water occurs on the
wall surface, because the adsorption rate decreases
with increase of y, the contribution of the water

adsorption to the pressure change in the chamber is
very small. As a result, the very low sticking
probability may be estimated.
4.3 Time dependence of solution

Tables 1 and 2 shows the values of constants
l//:and / in Eqs. (24) and (27). We notice that
from the comparison between Tables 1 and 2, the
value of / increases wi th/ and the values of
product kb when b — 20 change from 1 < kb to
kb < 1. This means that although the term kb is
the power index in the time dependent-term of the
outgassing rate q °c (l /1) , it changes depending
on the variation of the conversion factor. In the
comparison between Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 when/ is
larger than 1, the solution ofEq. (19b) shows the
decrease of coverage with time faster than that of Eq.
(23). In addition, at the pumping time longer than
about 5 X 10 s, the outgassing rate for / = 100
in Fig. 2 starts to decrease exponentially with time
but the outgassing rate for the same value of / in
Fig. 3 still decreases with a power function. This
difference in time dependence may cause from the
difference of terms 6 and (1 — 6) in the conversion

factors.
For the low coverage range of 6 < 0.2, the factor

6/(1-0) in Eq. (12a) can be approximated as

0/(1 - 6) = 6 . Then Eq. (18a) simplifies to

l + y, (36)
as a result, Eq. (19b) can be rewritten as
for 0<O.2

_ y (ehe-l)

dt ~\ + y r(E0) '
The integration of Eq. (37) leads

L)J

(37)

1 (38)

/?exp
by

1 + /
- 1

where {} is the integration constant of Eq. (37)

when 6 = 6, at t = 0 and is expressed as

(5 = e ' lie ' — l j . It is astonishing that when

we calculated numerically Eq. (37) by extending the
upper limit of coverage up to 6 = 0.8, nearly the
same outgassing rates as shown in Fig. 2 were
obtained. This means that for solving Eq. (19b) we
are permitted to replace the conversion factor of Eq.
(18a) with Eq. (36) in the broad range of coverage

8



without setting any limitation. Eq.(38) shows that
in the low coverage range the time dependence of
outgassing rate changes from the power function

to the exponential function

[ \
Hence, the theory predicts that after the pump down
of a very long time the outgassing rate decreases to
zero.

5. Summary
The improvement of the earlier pump down model

for an unbaked vacuum chamber is made. The main
discussion points are summarized as follows;
(1) The conservation of mass equations for the
surface coverage and gas density in the non-
equilibrium adsorption state are constructed, and
then the outagassing equation which describes the
variation of surface coverage with time during pump
down of a vacuum chamber is derived.
(2) To solve the outgassing equation, it is necessary
to express the mean residence time as a function of
surface coverage. To do this, the Temkin isotherm
for a non-uniform surface is introduced.
(3) By the introduction of the Temkin isotherm, the
gas density in the non-equilibrium adsorption state
can be transformed to that in the equilibrium
adsorption state. As a result, the generation
mechanism of measured outgassing rate can be
considered using the 6 — n plane and the
outgassing equation can be rewritten to a
mathematically solvable form.
(4) Using numerical and approximate solutions of
the outgassing equation, the dependence of measured
outgassing rate on time and pumping speed was
discussed. It is shown that the theoretical measured
outgassing rate does hardly depend on pumping
speed.
(5) A significant dependence of outgassing rate on
pumping speed observed in the outgassing
measurement of an unbaked stainless steel chamber
is a mistake. Because the measured pressure p in
the experiment represents the equilibrium pressure
of the wall surface of the vacuum chamber, the
measured outgassing rate q^ for the test chamber
should be expressed rightly as

(6) It is shown that when the pressure of an unbaked
vacuum chamber is measured by the orifice
pumping method, using the condition {—dO I dt)=
constant for a fixed pumping time the sticking

probability of the vacuum chamber can be
estimated.
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Appendix
From Eq. (20), the gas density n{6) in the left-

hand side of the inequality (6) can be given by
dd

By dt
(Al)

and for the approximation (1 — 6) = 1 and

X(d) = 1 + / , the time derivative of Eq. (Al) is

expressed as

dn

dt

_ 1 + 7
" By

d2d

dt2
(A2)

by substituting Eq. (A2) into the inequality (6) we
obtain

1 + 7
By

d2e
dt2 V

dd
dt

(A3)

From Eq.(28b), it is shown that \ddIdt\ = k 11

and d2Qldt2 =k/t2 for tn<t, thus the

inequality (6) simplifies to
(A4)

where IT +TB, 1 is a time constant of the

exponential decay of gas density in the pump down
of a vacuum system and T , Tu. are expressed as

rp-V/a(u/4) (A5)

and
TK = V/As0(u/4). (A6)

From the inequality (A4) we can say that because
the time constant of pumping in the usual vacuum
system is at most not overa few minutes, as long as
the pump down for more than 30 min in a vacuum
system is made, the inequality (6) is usually
satisfied.
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Figure and table captions
Fig. 1. The change of gas density in a pumped
chamber on the 6 — log n diagram.

Fig. 2. Time evolution of6(t) and {-dB I dt)

calculated numerically with Eq. (19b) for different

values of y when 60 = 0.8 , T(E0) = 8 X 106S

and Om = lare assumed, where (a) y = 100, (b)

y = 0.1 and(c) Y = 10"* .

Fig. 3. Time evolution of 6{t) and (—d6/dt)

calculated numerically with Eq. (23) for different

values of y when 0O = 0.8, f ( £ 0 ) = 8 x 106S

and Gm = lare assumed, where (a) y =100, (b)

/ = 0.1 and(c) y = 10"4.

Fig. 4. Theoretical measured outgassing rates qm

as a function of y calculated Eqs. (19b) and (23) for

pumping time t = 72 h and the initial coverage

0 O = O . 8 at i = l S.

Fig. 5. Comparison between theory and experiment

for wrong outgassing rates qm(error) as a

function of y , where theory I and II show

qm(error) of Eq. (34) at the pumping time
t = 72 h calculated with numerical solutions of
Eq. (19b) and (23) for 0O = 0.8 at f = 1 s and

T ( £ ' 0 ) = 8 X 106 S, and experiment shows

measured outgassing rates [ref.4] at the pumping
time t = 72 h. The pumping parameter
y = al ASQ for the orifice pumping is calculated

using the average sticking probability

Table 1. Values of constants \lk and / of Eq.
(24) calculated with Eqs. (25 a,b) for variation of y

from 10"5 to 100 for ¿ = 20 and
O.2<0<O.8.
Table 2. Values of constants 1/& and / of Eq.

(26) calculated with Eqs. (27a ,b) for variation of y

from 10~5 to 100 for è = 20 and
O.2<0<O.8.
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Log (n) •

neq(e.)

Fig. 1

Table 1.

y 102 10' 10° 10' 102 103 104 105

\lk 17.70 17.78 18.37 19.52 19.94 19.99 20.00 20.00

/ 66.47 7.246 1.370 0.935 0.985 0.998 0.998 1.00

X(0;

0

Table 2.

y 102 10' 10° 10' 102 10"3 10"4 10-5

l/k 22.30 22.26 21.63 20.48 20.06 20.01 20.00 20.00

/ 628.0 62.86 6.675 1.488 1.046 1.005 1.00 1.00
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